
Increase mental health support on campus 
What ever it is. It's should focus on student learning. For instance, if you gave me $1,000 and told me that 
I could either fix these three pot holes in the parking lot or allocate funds to help develop a structured 
intervention program with proven success then I'd hope that we can all agree that the potholes are 
something we're gonna have to live with. 
Staff copying feedback and expanding chrome books are very far down my list of PALI needs. Please 
don't try to force this through with claims that 'parents placed these concerns as fourth'. The same with 
discussing schedule options--the block schedule works well--don't make this a false priority or disguise it 
as a need when you discuss 'expansion of college classes' --which parents might translate as more 
college level classes vs college classes offered at Pali which would necessitate a change in the block 
scheduling. And, many people might assume that every point has to be prioritized singularly as opposed 
to ranking multiple items at the same level. 
Line item to cover staff development or department meetings for team-teaching/improved alignment 
across different teachers for the same subject/level to improve consistency and allow all students to 
benefit from best teachers and teaching practices. 
I would focus on facilities where students spend most time, activities and classes that promote 
enthusiasm about learning, tutoring support, and teacher engagement. 
we need competent dedicated teachers, not facilities. 
Better initial assessment process and class placement for incoming freshman, e.g. if you're in H 
Geometry you can take Biology, but if you're in regular Geometry you can't take Biology. Students would 
benefit from more time spent discussing class schedule opportunities with the guidance of a counselor. 
(Don't know what Link Crew refers to.) 
While I am in support of the Math lab and tutoring center, I feel it is more important to fund professional 
development so that better teaching occurs in the classroom. If teaching is done well within the 
classroom, there will be less of a need for Math/Literature labs and tutoring support. 
Safety & Security of our students is always Priority #1, following then by academics 
Sorry AA group - did not providing valid feedback for your section - 15 options are way to many to make a 
decision on without backup information. Any reason you could not reduce to 5 as we all were required to? 
I am not sure how teachers performance and skills are assessed, but more rigor in this process would be 
welcome. My kids have often commented about some of the quality of teaching of some of their teachers. 
class size reduction 
Math department needs improvement and the classrooms need a/c's or heaters. 
More Field trips please. 
NO STAFF CAFETERIA REMODEL. WE NEED AN ACTUAL AUDITORIUm 
Thank you for sending the questionnaire. I'm giving my input without any context for these projects. I don't 
know what "Link Crew" or "CTE" is and the Academic Accountability Group Projects really seems to need 
context except I believe reducing class size is highly desirable. 
Pali CharterHS needs to do a better job integrating the top students at the school into challenging courses 
with the school's best educators. Counselors should be available in the 9th grade to guide the top 15% to 
20% of that class with course suggestions, scheduling options and program ideas that allow those 
students to excel and achieve to their potential. Sometimes it seems that the administration ignores 
support for the school's best students and that their success is parent/student driven. 
Thanks! 
More foreign language classes. 
WHY IS THERE NO AIR CONDITIONING IN THIS SURVEY? THAT SHOULD BE TOP PRIORITY. 
TEMPERATURE SUBSTANTIALLY INFLUENCES THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. 
Improving the restrooms is the biggest priority of all of the listed priorities. 
To me most kids at our school get excited only for improvised events. Hype is not scheduled or planned 
but rather is created when people are aloud to unleash their own creativity. I suggest you plan events that 



alow students to unleash their creativity and have fun. A rap battle would be a great idea. Also when you 
do activities like this do them in a place where there is alot of people so then they can join in if they want. 
Let random stuff happen becuase that is the way hype is created. With hype students get excited and can 
connect easier with their peers. Also, pep rallies. They honestly suck at this school becuase there are not 
enough events inside of them. No one could tell what the powerpuff football teams were doing becuase 
there was no referee or announcer. Also let the kids pick the music. And dont blast it too loud. Have bean 
tossers. Maybe a raffle to fundraise. On your other ideas career prep should be top priority. A job fair 
would be great. Alot of kids went to the college fair last year (another way to connect us with each other). 
Also chromebooks are almost waste of money. They are super slow and we barely use them in any of our 
classes. Anyways most kids have a phone nowadays. If someone needs one for school you should just 
let them borrow one for the rest of the year. Also just have carts available for teachers to use. The Ipads 
to me were way better anyways. You know what, a senior beach party would be really cool too. 
Getting better musical instruments and better thermostats would also be worth funding. 
I would like better cafeteria food, but potentially better line management. I also think fully powered electric 
vehicle chargers in the parking lots would be great 
Transportation should be free or at least way, way cheaper 
More effective training for teachers on proper methods of teaching that are interactive and interesting for 
students. 
Please ensure that closed bathrooms are fixed shortly. 
not sure what exactly "link Crew" means so I listed it low on priority 
Please give more money to the studio arts, drawing and painting. 
There needs to be better resources for students studying math above algebra 2. Maybe paying teachers 
for extra hours for after school, like study seminars, or hiring professional math tutors for the study center. 
I think that the Drama Department could use some more funding 
The football team doesn't need as much money as it gets right now, VAPA classes/extracurricular 
activities need more funding. 
FUNDING TO MARCHING BAND/ DRUMLINE 
no prob. 
Students who need financial aid for simple educational courses, such as ap classes, for the books, 
tutoring, extra testing, ap testing rates... This all adds up and can be very pricy for non wealthy students 
Instead of spending a ton of money on making grass greener, LCAP should fund school activities and 
classes such as journalism. Tideline lost all of its funding this year and we have only been able to print 
one issue compared to our usual 5-6. We hope to print more next year through fundraising, but it seems 
unfair that the school provides Yearbook with so much money that they don't even know what to do with it 
whereas journalism receives nothing. Landscaping seems significantly less important than allowing 
Tideline to continue providing a platform for student expression. 
Don't tell people so much. Keep it confidential because many students don't understand the costs of 
certain things and over react 
The study center should have colored ink so that students can print out colored paper. 
Please consider investing in air conditioning. The heat is detrimental to student learning and it would be 
so much easier to focus if it wasn't so hot. 
Should be paid more attention to 
Please consider installing air conditioners in all classrooms. Some classrooms are so hot that it's just 
unbearable. An air conditioned classroom provides an environment that is suitable for learning and 
teaching. Please spend some of the budget on this well needed upgrade. Thank you. 
spend more funds on sports, a better track would be nice. :) 
Myself and numerous other members involved in the music department, as well as every future Pali High 
musician that becomes involved with music here would be eternally grateful for a dedicated VAPA 
building, which might allow proper rehearsal rooms for band, orchestra, and choir. 



We need to improve the math department. 
Free parking besides on temescal 
	


